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EUROCUP NEWS by Jan Lechler
EUROCUP 1
Traditionally we kick of in
Spain.
Date 19th - 21th March.

The National FD-Secretary
(photo) of Spain is Enrique
Egea Moreno, email:
eegea@activitas.es .

input spectators are told
what is going on on the
course. And analysts talk
them through how they see
the race develop.

EUROCUP 2
EUROCUP 4
Will be the Achensee event
in Austria. This event is always scheduled a week before or after Lake Garda.

The Yacht club also suggested to extend the program with training possibilities in the week before
the event. They will facilitate this training as well.
ALTEA training possibility
Date 16th - 18th March.
If you are interested in the
Altea training facilities sent
Jan Lechler an email about
your attendance.
He will get back to you if it
is a “go”.
For detailed Yacht club information visit the club
website

EUROCUP 5
Will be an Italian event.
Date not set for the moment.
Will be a Dutch venue again
in the early season of the
year. End of April but probably May.
We have contacted the
dutch NO to set a date.
But due to production time
of the Bulletin we were not
able to include all details
yet. Further announcements of the event will
show up on the website.
EUROCUP 3
KIELERWOCHE
This German event is on
the series list every year
so far.
Date 26th - 29th June.
We like to see that the FDteams who want to attend
there will enter more early
then the last 2 years.
For the once who have
been there.
The format of the Kielerwoche changed last year.
And the FD-class does sail
a match with gps-trackers
on the harbour course.
On gigantic video-walls
complete with comentary

EUROCUP UPDATES
As ssoon as info is available it will be published on
the IFDCO website.

EUROCUP 2013 WINNERS
The 2013 eurocup series
ended up with a winning
woman;
GER92 - Caroline Rudorff
& Joachim Setzepfandt /
Kilian König.
Second place also a woman
GER2 Vanessa Baumann &
Matte Burkert.
Third place the NED25
Harold Wijgers & Niels
Kamphuis.
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